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It’s all about Data: the what, the why and the how.
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1. To describe the data available for patient care in the OntarioMD Dashboard and the
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ConnectingOntario Viewer
2. To know the process to obtain access to these data sets
3. To describe how to use OntarioMD dashboard in the care of patients with chronic
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Abstract: *
Data is very much the buzz word in the present Digital Health world. But for the busy physician, one
wonders why is data so important? How can data be presented that will bring value to my practice and to
my patients? Will this enhance the care I give? How can I access this data? Based on Health Quality Ontario
standards, the OntarioMD Dashboard allows one to access timely data in areas of chronic disease and
preventive care and is reflective of the practice as a whole. The provincial electronic health record for the
Greater Toronto area and the Northern and Eastern region, focuses on individual patient data. The
ConnectingOntario Viewer contains several provincial data repositories containing information from
hospitals, laboratories, home and community care, diagnostic images, medications and pharmacy
activities. This presentation will describe these two data assets, the value they bring and how to initiate
the adoption process.
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